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Abstract 
The theory of vector measure has attracted much interest among researchers in the recent past. Available results show that 
measurability concepts of the Lebesgue measure have been used to partition subsets of the real line into disjoint sets of 
finite measure. In this paper we partition measurable sets in 
n  for 3n  into disjoint sets of finite dimension.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 
In this article, measurable cover estimate technique is applied to partition measurable sets. The utility of properties such as 
extension, countable additivity and contraction of the projective tensor product of vector measure duality is demonstrated. 
The process of partition requires that we vary all countable coverings of sets in a ring by sets in a  -ring. Sequences of 
monotonically increasing (or decreasing) sets and integrability concepts of strictly increasing (or decreasing) functions are 
considered. For notations and basic concepts used in this paper, reference may be made to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] 
2  Basic Concepts 
2.1  Projective tensor product vector measure duality 
Let nXX ,......,1  and Z be real Banach spaces with ZX i
n
i  1=:  being a continuous linear function. If 
111 : XR  ,........, nnn XR :  are countably additive vector measures, then the product i
n
i 1=  is a countably 
additive vector measure defined on the ring i
n
i R1=  generated by sets of the form nEE .......1 . Let 















1= )(:    coincide with respect to a 
linear function ZX i
n




1 nn EEZ   for iii XE )(
* , ni 1  and 
i
n





    is called the projective tensor product of vector measure 
duality between Z and its dual space Z  . 
2.2  3 D section of a measurable set 









1= =)(  is called a three dimensional section of a 
measurable set )(=1= fNEi
n





   <  .  
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E  is a countable partition of a set 
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  for a fixed 22   nn Ee . Since by hypothesis )>),,(:),,(( 1212 Peeefeee nnnnnn 







ni E  is a countable partition of 21212
)>),,(:),,((
 nennnnnn
Peeefeee , it follows that
,21=
2






















ni E1=   of i
n
ni E1=  . In this case, i
n
ni E1=   can be written uniquely as a countable union of 

























  be a set in a  -ring )(1= i
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i  be a vector measure defined on )( iRG  for 1,= ni n
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    
such that )( nfN  is measurably covered by )( fN . If )()()(= nni fNfNgNE   for 1,2,....)=(n  and 





   <  , for 0>  
Proof.Let 0)=),,(:),,((=)( 1112  nnnnnnnn eeefeeefN  and 0)=),,(:),,((=)( 1212  nnnnnn eeefeeefN  
be measurable sets of finite measure.Since )()()( nn fNfNgN   for each n, it follows that ng   0 for each .n  
Let )(= 22  nn gNE  and 
i
kA  be a countable partition of iE  for .1,2,= nnni   Now, 
i
kA  iE  for 




  1=1 =)(  for nnni 1,2,=   It follows that )( 1ngN

















kA  of 
i













   It follows that 11=1= 





















1=  ZAE iii
n
ni
   As shown in [3 , p. 21], if we partition iE  
into disjoint sets ii AE   and iA  for nnni 1,2,=   and apply the additivity property of multiple integral, we have 
ng nii
n































    Since iA  is a countable partition of 
iE ,then ii EA   and ii EA   for each i.Since )(= ni gNE , ng  0  for 2,= ni 1,n n , and 
0,>=),(<)(1,2,....= *2= ZAgn ii
n
nin





  . 
Proposition 3 Let i
n
ni E2=   be measurably covered by )( nfN .If i
n
ni C2=   is a section of i
n
ni E2=   such that 

i
kC  for every countable partition ik














   
Proof.Choose 0>  such that ,,(:),,((= 12122=  nnnnni
n
ni xxfxxxC ).>) nx  Since i
n
ni C2=   is a 
section of i
n





   for all 
n.Suppose we partition each iE  into disjoint sets ii CE   and iC  for nnni 2,2,=  . Since )(2= ni
n
ni fNE 




























     
Since 
i
kC  is a countable partition of iC , then iC  can be expressed as a union of disjoint measurable sets 
i



















   
 By hypothesis, 
i































   
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ni E2=   is measurably covered by i
n
ni fN ))((2=   in 
)(2= i
n









ni E2=   is a 
countable partition of i
n
ni E2=   in i
n









ni fNE ))((2=2=    









ni   and )>),,(:),,((=2= cbafcbaEi
n
ni   are sets in i
n




ni E2=   is a countable partition of i
n
ni E2=  , we have 
i


























i  be a vector measure 




ni E2=   is measurably covered by i
n
ni fN ))((2=   for 
nnni 1,2,=  ,we have i
i












































    








































ni EE 2=1=2= = 







2= /)(  .))((2= i
n
ni fN  
Proposition 5 Let i
n
ni E2=   be measurably covered by i
n
ni F2=  . Suppose i
n





ni EFG   . If )),,(:),,( iiiniii cbafcba  is a finite partition of iG  for each nnni 1,2,=  and n  
such that 0nf , then )),,(:),,((2=   iiiniii
n
ni cbafcba  is an empty set.  
































   . (see [2 , p. 5]) Since i
n
ni E2=   is a finite partition of i
n
ni G2=  , it 




ni EEGG   .Following disjoint partition of i
n
ni G2=   (see [4, p. 6]) and on 












   
 Since <),,( iiin cbaf  on )(2= ii
n












ni GEG     Replacing i
n
ni G2=   with i
n









































ni G . Since nf   0 for each n, it follows that 
0.>=),(<)( *2= ZGf ii
n
nin




ni cbafcbaE  





   . For each 0> , the set 
i
n
ni A2=   is measurably covered by )(=2= ni
n





  . 
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  where <)(* ii E  for 




nio AP 2==   be a countable partition of i
n




ni EP 2==   of i
n
ni E2=   in )(2= i
n






ni AA 2=1=2= = 







ni EE 2=1=2= = 

  , applying measurable cover estimate technique, we obtain 









  Consider the the partition 1,2,.....)=:(= 2= kCP ik
n
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k BP 2==)'(    of a countable partitions of mP   in )(
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ni BC 2=1=2= = 
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